MY PLANNING TRAVEL CHECKLIST
• Double check my passport expiration date
• Make my deposit for Christmas Spectacular Bus Trip
• Call Roseborough to update my emergency contact and travel information 386-734-7245
• Make copies of passport to keep in luggage and with Roseborough in case we lose ours
• Make a list of all credit cards and phone numbers to contact these companies in case I need to cancel one if lost or stolen while away.

MY PLANNING TRAVEL CHECKLIST
• Double check my passport expiration date
• Make my deposit for Christmas Spectacular Bus Trip
• Call Roseborough to update my emergency contact and travel information 386-734-7245
• Make copies of passport to keep in luggage and with Roseborough in case we lose ours
• Make a list of all credit cards and phone numbers to contact these companies in case I need to cancel one if lost or stolen while away.

Thank you for making our event a success. We greatly appreciate your help, contributions, support, and well wishes!

June 30th join us at Victoria Park for the Independence Parade!

Travel Trivia: Q: Georgia has had 5 state capitals. What were they?

Holland America Cruise SALE
July 1 – 17, 2012
SALE includes: Reduced deposits, coupon booklets, and a great Holland America Cruise Experience!

Join our Annual Thanksgiving Cruise November 23 – 28, 2012

Roseborough Travel Office Events:
JUNE 28 JULY 19 JULY 2-17
Crystal Cruises: A Perfect Choice 1pm - 3pm
Experience Oceania Cruises 2:30pm - 5pm
Holland America Cruise Sale

Looking for an experience of a lifetime?
Join us on a vacation to Australia & New Zealand 2013 with Collette Vacations.

Want to go somewhere new? Cuba is now open for tourism! Call Roseborough to book today!

386-734-7245
Where: 140 E Indiana Ave, DeLand, FL 32724

Happy Anniversary
Celebrating 50 years of Wedded Bliss:
Mr. & Mrs. Ruppert
Mr. & Mrs. Kalb
Mr. & Mrs. Whitehead
Celebrating 60 years of Wedded Bliss:
Mr. & Mrs. Cowdrey

Roseborough Travel Agency
386-734-7245
www.roseboroughtravel.com
140 E Indiana Ave • DeLand
Where you can travel the world and fulfill your dreams one destination at a time.

Explorers Club Newsletter
ELITE EDITION

We hope you enjoy this issue of our quarterly Explorers Club Newsletter. In this issue, you will find some amazing cruise and tour companies that will fulfill every whim and travel topic you may fancy.

“The world is a book and those who do not travel read only one page” - St. Augustine

Cathy’s Corner

I am really starting to get excited about my next trip. Join me on the American Queen- we’ll be Steamboating from Louisville, KY to St. Louis, MO. This trip will be September 6th – 14th. We’ll enjoy the “Music of the 50’s. This is a wonderful and totally different way to see the country. Our group will be flying in a day early and stay at the Seelbach Hotel, a historical landmark that opened in 1905. Because of its lavish elegance, the Seelbach attracted celebrities of all kinds. Al Capone played blackjack there. F. Scott Fitzgerald sipped brandy and smoked cigars (he was also asked to leave because he had a few too many). The Hollywood classic, “The Hustler” starring Jackie Gleason and Paul Newman features scenes which were shot in the old Seelbach billiard room (now The Oakroom, the hotel’s 5 diamond restaurant). Today the Seelbach continues to be the choice for international celebrities and world politicians visiting the area.

Additionally, there are some wonderful extras included in this trip that you don’t see all the time on regular ocean cruises. With Great American Steamboat we’ll have a bonus of $100 in ship board credit per cabin. Bottled water and soft drinks are included on this sailing and wine and beer will be complimentary at dinner. Finally, all regular shore tours are included in the voyage price.

The dining aboard the American Queen will astound you. We have daily choices of dining venues. The opulent J.M. White Dining Salon is the centerpiece, serving breakfasts, lunches and dinners that are befittingly grand. The Front Porch of America offers a variety of classic American favorites and can satisfy any craving at any time and is open 24 hours. The River Grill serves up views as spectacular as the grilled fare and fresh salads and offers romantic, alfresco dining in the evening. No matter what your taste there is something for you. I personally cannot wait to sample afternoon Ice Cream and Cookies.

Join the “Rockin’ and Rollin’ group – We’ll have a doo-wop of a time!

Music of the 1950’s

9-day holiday includes 7-night voyage and 1 luxury hotel night

Join us on a nostalgic journey to the fun-loving, carefree days of the 50s as we re-create the music, activities and events of this golden era. You’ll rock around the clock to the sounds of legendary artists like Chuck Berry, Fats Domino and Elvis. You’ll also meet recording stars, TV personalities, special guests and sports figures of the era. If you miss the great days and fun times of the 50s, you won’t want to miss this voyage.

• Shore Excursions To Fascinating River Towns And Cities
• 1-Night Luxury Hotel Stay • Complimentary Bottled Water And Soft Drinks • Complimentary Wines And Beers With Dinner • An Array Of Spectacular Dining Options Including Cuisine By Famed American Chef Regina Charboneau • Captain’s Champagne Welcome Reception And Gala Dinner • All Regular Shore Tours Included • Hot And Cold Canapes At Cocktail Hour Every Evening

LOUISVILLE - ST. LOUIS
SEPT 6, 2012 - SEPT 14, 2012

Space is over 75% full!
BOOK TODAY!!!
Call 386-734-7245
Seabourn has just unveiled their exciting 2013 Europe season featuring more than 100 departures aboard our six intimate, all-suite ships, from April through October next year. From the sun-blessed resorts on the Mediterranean coast to the shining polar ice pack in the Arctic Ocean, their award-winning ships will carry travelers to more than 180 ports on voyages ranging from seven to 21 days in length. Here’s what’s new in Europe 2013.

**The Seabourn Difference**
- Spacious, all-suite accommodations with sweeping ocean views - many with verandas
- Complimentary welcome champagne and in-suite bar stocked with your preferences
- Open bars throughout the ship and fine wines poured at lunch and dinner
- Tipping is neither required nor expected - service simply to delight you
- All dining venues are complimentary - dine where, when and with whom you wish
- Gourmet dining that rivals the finest restaurants anywhere

**The World’s Only Authentic Boutique Cruise Line**
Uniworl is a boutique river cruise company with over 500 departures on 13 of the world’s most breathtaking rivers. They have over 40 itineraries that cruise through 20 countries throughout Europe, Russia, Egypt, China, Vietnam, and Cambodia. With an average capacity of just 130 guests the unsurpassed style and Elegance of a Uniworld Cruise is the perfect way to spend your upcoming vacation. Driven by service, Uniworl has a 98%+ guest satisfaction that is bound to meet your dreams and expectations.

**Uniworld Presentation in Office**
2:30pm to 5pm

---

Cath's impression of her Ship inspection of the Oceania Marina "Cashmire wallpaper in their suites…it was like butter. Completely comfortable and homey feeling - very neat and classy - made me want to cruise on Oceania right away! I didn't want to leave the ship."

Amanda's impression of Oceania "I love that Oceania caters to foodies and winos. I love to cook, travel, try new things, and with that make sure my food has wonderful pairings. An Oceania Cruise is right up my alley. I was so excited to learn that personal cooking lessons with the master chef aboard the Oceania Cruise are available and we can enjoy wine tastings to boot. YUMMO! "Not only will the food be amazing but the fact that the sailings tend to spend the pre-night in port so you do not need a hotel and that they maximize their time in each port really impressed me!"

**Cunard Presentation in Office**
JULY 19, 2012
2:30pm to 5pm

What makes Cunard special? Cunard is renowned for offering luxury cruises and fascinating itineraries. In 1840, Sir Samuel Cunard provided the first passenger transatlantic cruise and to this day, Cunard are still the only cruise line to offer a regular Transatlantic Cruise scheduled between Southampton and New York. Not only this, but Cunard’s Laconia was the first ship to embark on a World Cruise in 1922. From awards and accolades to five-star service, there are hundreds of reasons you should travel on Cunard. If you are looking for modern luxury and comfort, make sure you look into a Cunard cruise!
Regent Seven Seas Cruises

The Regent Experience

There is no more poetic phrase for whom the sea is an adventure, not a retreat. For travelers who yearn for true exploration and discovery, there is Regent Seven Seas Cruises. Here, guests are treated to award-winning service, ships and itineraries. So what is it exactly that keeps Regent winning awards?

• All-inclusive fares include fine wines, beer, premium spirits, soft drinks, bottled water, specialty coffees and tea served throughout the ship; as well as open-seating and alternative dining, plus unlimited shore excursions
• The world’s only all-balcony, all-suite vessels with the highest percentage of private balconies of any cruise line on smaller, more intimate ships. Itineraries to more than 300 ports on all seven continents, with the ability to visit more intimate ports that cannot be accessed by larger vessels
• One of the best staff-to-guest service ratios in the cruise industry, accessed by larger vessels
• The world’s only all-balcony, all-suite vessels with the highest percentage of private balconies of any cruise line on smaller, more intimate ships. Itineraries to more than 300 ports on all seven continents, with the ability to visit more intimate ports that cannot be accessed by larger vessels

Pathways of Antiquity
18 Nights | Seven Seas Voyager
free 3-Night Post - Cruise/Land program to Luxor

Arabian Adventures
17 Nights | Seven Seas Voyager
free 3-Night Pre- & Post - Cruise/Land program to Luxor and the Taj Mahal

Amazon Adventures
23 Nights | Seven Seas Navigator
includes up to 50 free shore excursions

TROPHIES, TEMPLES & TOWERS
18 Nights | Seven Seas Voyager
free 3-Night Pre- & Post - Cruise/Land program to Luxor and the Taj Mahal

THE ULTIMATE AMAZON
22 Nights | Seven Seas Mariner
free 2-Night Pre - Cruise/Land program to Iquitos Falls

SOUTH PACIFIC SECRETS
21 Nights | Seven Seas Voyager
free 3-Night Pre- & Post - Cruise/Land program to Bali or Auckland

Fun Fact:

Venice, Italy

It’s one of those totally touristy things that you really can’t resist: gliding around Venice in a gondola. But as you go grandly down the Grand Canal, ponder a few factoids. In a gondola, it is easy to imagine that you are on a grand tour, but in reality, you are simply going about your daily business.

- The Grand Canal is 3800 meters long.
- The Rialto Bridge is one of the world’s oldest bridges.
- The Grand Canal is home to over 100 gondolas.
- The Rialto Bridge is made of stone and was built in 1591.
- The Grand Canal is the only canal in the world that runs through the center of a city.
- The Rialto Bridge is the oldest bridge in Venice.
- The Grand Canal is the only canal in the world that runs through the center of a city.
- The Rialto Bridge is made of stone and was built in 1591.
- The Grand Canal is the only canal in the world that runs through the center of a city.
- The Rialto Bridge is made of stone and was built in 1591.
- The Grand Canal is the only canal in the world that runs through the center of a city.
- The Rialto Bridge is made of stone and was built in 1591.
- The Grand Canal is the only canal in the world that runs through the center of a city.
- The Rialto Bridge is made of stone and was built in 1591.

Regent Seven Seas Cruises enjoy... IT’S ALL INCLUDED.

FIND OUT MORE AT WWW.LONELYPLANET.COM
Amanda's Amazing Adventures

Last quarter I wrote about the trip I was going on for the Centennial Celebration of the Cherry Blossom Festival – WHAT A BLAST! We had an exclusive trip with Roseborough Travel Clients only on a Brendan Vacations Tour that was incredible. We learned so much history, saw the beauty of Shemandoah National Park, and experienced the Cherry Blossom Parade in our Nations Capitol. It truly was a once in a lifetime experience that I am so happy to have been a part of. We had a great group of travelers on this escorted vacation and I had a great time getting to know each and every one of them.

Next up in my adventures is our Thanksgiving Cruise on Holland America Line featured on page (3).

We have space available in 2013 and a presentation going on in the office Thursday, June 28th from 1:00-3:00 PM to learn a little more about why you should cruise with Crystal and these two amazing itineraries. At this event you will meet our Crystal Cruises Representative, Judy Keller, and learn about the amenity packed cruise you will encounter if you join myself or Cathy on one of these two Crystal Cruises featured in this Newsletter. We have two sailings to choose from and both have amazing itineraries. Reasons to book on one of these Crystal Cruises NOW: up to $700 per person discount if booked before June 30th and up to $1,000 off per person on the fjords of Norway. Wine. Wine. Wine.. Did I say Wine? Yes on a Crystal Cruises you will receive an all-inclusive experience which includes complimentary fine wine, champagne and premium spirits as well as dining in all restaurants, including specialty venues. Gratuities for housekeeping, bar and dining staff throughout the ship. All non-alcoholic beverages including bottled water, specialty coffee drinks, soft drinks, fresh juices and afternoon tea service.

Music of the 50’s

Our next escorted vacation is going to be the Great American Steamboat Cruise in September. This nostalgic journey down the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers is themed for Music of the 50’s. Not only will you enjoy the ambiance of the relaxing steamboat and the beautiful waterways, but you will be able to enjoy the classic hits from such a memorable time. Cathy will be the Roseborough Escort on this trip – see Cathy’s Corner on page 1 for more information.

CHRISTMAS SPECTACULAR

Join Cathy and Dana on our Christmas bus trip to Charlotte, NC, Helen, GA, Stone Mountain, and Lake Lanier for a fun packed adventure of beautiful Christmas lights displays, shopping, and so much more. We will enjoy a tour of the alpine village of Helen while you have time to shop and even get a winery tour – yum! This trip surely will get you in the Christmas spirit and started… or finished with your Christmas shopping. Book your space today.

Thanksgiving Cruise

In November we have our Annual Thanksgiving Cruise on which Amanda will be the Roseborough Escort. This cruise is a great way to spend Thanksgiving because you will not need to lift a finger to cook or clean with a single pot or pan. Rather than spending the whole day in the kitchen… ENJOY your Thanksgiving Holiday with us on our Annual Thanksgiving Cruise on Holland Americans Neiuw Amsterdam November 18-25. Whether you spend your Thanksgiving as a single, couple, or with your entire family, this cruise will be a great way to celebrate the holiday!
Cruise presentation

Thursday, June 28
1PM - 3PM

Scan for more details

Welcome Home Cherry Blossoms Group!

Amanda's Amazing Adventures

Last quarter I wrote about the trip I was going on for the Centennial Celebration of the Cherry Blossom Festival—WHAT A BLAST!! We had an exclusive trip with Roseborough Travel Clients only on a Brendan Vacations Tour that was incredible. We learned so much history, saw the beauty of Shemandoah National Park, and experienced the Cherry Blossom Parade in our Nations Capitol. It truly was a once in a lifetime experience that I am so happy to have been a part of. We had a great group of travelers on this escorted vacation and I had a great time getting to know each and every one of them.

Next up in my adventures is our Thanksgiving Cruise on Holland America Line featured on page 3.

We have space available in 2013 and a presentation going on in the office Thursday, June 28th from 1:00 - 3:00 PM to learn a little more about why you should cruise with Crystal and these two amazing itineraries. At this event you will meet our Crystal Cruises Representative, Judy Keller, and learn about the amenity packed cruise you will encounter if you join myself or Cathy on one of these two Crystal Cruises featured in this Newsletter. We have two sailings to choose from and both have amazing itineraries.

Reasons to book on one of these Crystal Cruises NOW: up to $700 per person discount if booked before June 30th and up to $1,000 off per person on the fjords of Norway. Wine, Wine, Wine.. Did I say Wine? Yes on a Crystal Cruises you will receive an all-inclusive experience which includes complimentary fine wine, champagne and premium spirits as well as dining in all restaurants, including specialty venues. Gratuities for housekeeping, bar and dining staff throughout the ship All non-alcoholic beverages including bottled water, specialty coffee drinks, soft drinks, fresh juices and afternoon tea service.

Music of the 50's

Our next escorted vacation is going to be the Great American Steamboat Cruise in September. This nostalgic journey down the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers is themed for Music of the 50's. Not only will you enjoy the ambiance of the relaxing steamboat and the beautiful waterways, but you will be able to enjoy the classic hits from such a memorable time. Cathy will be the Roseborough Escort on this trip – see Cathy's Corner on page 1 for more information.

CHRISTMAS SPECTACULAR

BUS TRIP INCLUDING LIGHTS, SHOPPING AND MORE!!!

December 1 - 5, 2012

IN THE CHRISTMAS SPIRIT, SINGING ALONG TO CLASSIC HITS FROM SUCH A MEMORABLE TIME. CATHY WILL BE THE ROSEBOROUGH ESCORT. THIS CRUISE IS A GREAT WAY TO SPEND THANKSGIVING BECAUSE YOU WILL NOT NEED TO LIFT A FINGER TO COOK OR CLEAN WITH A SINGLE POT OR PAN. RATHER THAN SPENDING THE WHOLE DAY IN THE KITCHEN... ENJOY YOUR THANKSGIVING HOLIDAY WITH US ON OUR ANNUAL THANKSGIVING CRUISE ON HOLLAND AMERICANS NEIUW AMSTERDAM NOVEMBER 18-25, 2012. WHETHER YOU SPEND YOUR THANKSGIVING AS A SINGLE, COUPLE, OR WITH YOUR ENTIRE FAMILY, THIS CRUISE WILL BE A GREAT WAY TO CELEBRATE THE HOLIDAY!

CHRISTMAS SPECTACULAR

Join Cathy and Dana on our Christmas bus trip to Charlotte, NC, Helen, GA, Stone Mountain, and Lake Lanier for a fun packed adventure of beautiful Christmas lights displays, shopping, and so much more. We will enjoy a tour of the alpine village of Helen while you have time to shop and even get a winery tour—yum! This trip surely will get you in the Christmas spirit and started … or finished with your Christmas shopping. Book your space today.

386-734-7245 • www.roseboroughtravel.com

You may or may not know, Roseborough Travel offers exclusive escorted vacations multiple times throughout the year. There is a trip for every season and a trip for every person.

This year we took a group of clients to Washington D.C. to experience the beauty and history of our nations capital, additionally we partook in a once in a lifetime celebration of the 100 year anniversary of the Cherry Blossom Festival (pictured in this article).

We pride ourselves on creating a fun filled, inclusive trip that you will come home knowing you experienced everything you possibly could. We often like to plan trips around unique events or seasonal changes or holidays.

Venice to Athens on Crystal Serenity
Dates: May 2 - 9, 2013
Cruise fares from: $2,735

Mark your calendar for our Crystal presentation

Reykjavik to London on Crystal Symphony
Dates: June 4 - 15, 2013
Cruise fares from: $4,215

Music of the 50’s

Louisville to St. Louis
September 6 - 14, 2012

Escorted Nostalgic Steamboat Cruise

December 1 - 5, 2012

CHRISTMAS SPECTACULAR

IN DELE1, $350 Deposit

Welcome Home Cherry Blossoms Group!

VENICE

DUBROVNIK

ATHENS

SAN TORNI

MONACO

NORWAY

FLORENCE

TUSCANY

HALF MOON CAY

SAN JUAN, PUERTO RICO

THANKSGIVING CRUISE

ROSEBOROUGH

Exclusive Escorted Vacations

Amanda's Amazing Adventures

Mark your calendar for our Crystal presentation

Scan for more cruise details

Welcome Home Cherry Blossoms Group!
Venice, Italy
It’s one of those totally touristy things that you really can’t resist: gliding around Venice in a gondola. But as you go grandly down the Grand Canal, ponder a few factoids.

It’s one of those totally touristy things that you really can’t resist: gliding around Venice in a gondola. But as you go grandly down the Grand Canal, ponder a few factoids.

Each elegant craft is made from 280 pieces of eight different types of wood. The left side is larger than the right by 24cm, producing a list to starboard, while the slimmer, raised bow means increased manoeuvrability. Most intriguingly, the parts of a gondola represent bits of this baroque, lagoon-laced city: the front echoes its six districts, the back is Giudecca Island, while the lunette is the Rialto Bridge.
Seabourn has just unveiled their exciting 2013 Europe season featuring more than 100 departures aboard our six intimate, all-suite ships, from April through October next year. From the sun-blessed resorts on the Mediterranean coast to the shining polar ice pack in the Arctic Ocean, their award-winning ships will carry travelers to more than 180 ports on voyages ranging from seven to 21 days in length. Here’s what’s new in Europe 2013.

**THE WORLD’S ONLY AUTHENTIC BOUTIQUE CRUISE LINE**

Europe is closer than you can imagine

Cruise Northern Europe from $2499

Cruise Northern Europe

**Spacious, all-suite accommodations with sweeping ocean views - many with verandas**
- Open bars throughout the ship and fine wines poured at lunch and dinner
- All dining venues are complimentary - dine where, when and with whom you wish

Complimentary welcome champagne and in-suite bar stocked with your preferences
- Tipping is neither required nor expected - service simply to delight you
- Gourmet dining that rivals the finest restaurants anywhere

**WHAT MAKES CUNARD SPECIAL?**

Cunard is renowned for offering luxury cruises and fascinating itineraries. In 1840, Sir Samuel Cunard provided the first passenger transatlantic cruise and to this day, Cunard are still the only cruise line to offer a regular Transatlantic Cruise scheduled between Southampton and New York. Not only this, but Cunard’s Laconia was the first ship to embark on a World Cruise in 1922. From awards and accolades to five-star service, there are hundreds of reasons you should travel on Cunard. If you are looking for modern luxury and comfort, make sure you look into a Cunard cruise!

**What makes Uniworld special?**

Uniworld is a boutique river cruise company with over 500 departures on 13 of the world’s most breathtaking rivers. They have over 40 itineraries that cruise through 20 countries throughout Europe, Russia, Egypt, China, Vietnam, and Cambodia. With an average capacity of just 130 guests the unsurpassed style and Elegance of a Uniworld Cruise is the perfect way to spend your upcoming vacation. Driven by service, Uniworld has a 98%+ guest satisfaction that is bound to meet your dreams and expectations.

Cathy’s impression of her Ship inspection of the Oceania Marina “Cashmere wallpaper in their suites…it was like butter. Completely comfortable and homely feeling - very neat and classy - made me want to cruise on Oceania right away! I didn’t want to leave the ship.”

Amanda’s impression of Oceania “I love that Oceania caters to foodies and winos. I love to cook, travel, try new things, and with that make sure my food has wonderful pairings. An Oceania Cruise is right up my alley. I was so excited to learn that personal cooking lessons with the master chef aboard the Oceania Cruise are available and we can enjoy wine tastings to boot. YUMMO! “Not only will the food be amazing but the fact that the sailings tend to spend the pre-night in port so you do not need a hotel and that they maximize their time in each port really impressed me!”
June 30th join us at Victoria Park for the Independence Parade!

Travel Trivia:
Q: Georgia has had 5 state capitals. What were they?

Holland America Cruise SALE
July 1 - 17, 2012
SALE includes: Reduced deposits, coupon booklets, and a great Holland America Cruise Experience!

Join our Annual Thanksgiving Cruise November 13-23, 2012

MY PLANNING TRAVEL CHECKLIST
• Double check my passport expiration date
• Make my deposit for Christmas Spectacular Bus Trip
• Call Roseborough to update my emergency contact and travel information 386-734-7245
• Make copies of passport to keep in luggage and with Roseborough in case we lose ours
• Make a list of all credit cards and phone numbers to contact these companies in case I need to cancel one if lost or stolen while away.

Thank you for making our event a success. We greatly appreciate your help, contributions, support, and well wishes!